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(57) A data analyzer system (60) is used to measure
the duration of a service disruption event in an asyn-

chronous transfer mode (ATM) data transmission chan-
nel (67) carrying an ATM stream of identifiable data cells

in a defined order. The data analyzer system (60) com-
prises error detection means (70) for determining

whether or not any of the data cells have been corrupted

in transmission through the data transmission channel
when the transmission is disrupted, and a disruption tim-

er (73) for timing the service disruption event starting

when a first corrupted data cell is detected by the error

detection means (70). The data analyzer system has a
guard timer (74) for timing a guard time interval when
uncorrupted data cells are detected by the error detec-

tion means (70), and control means (71) for controlling

the operation of the disruption timer (73) and guard timer

(74) in response to the determination by the error detec-

tion means (70) of whether or not any data cells have
been corrupted. The disruption timer (73) is operable to

time a service disruption event from the start of the dis-

ruption event until the guard timer (74) has timed a pre-

determined guard time, and the guard timer (74) is op-

erable to time the guard time interval when corrupted

data cells are followed by a resumption of uncorrupted

data cells.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to the measure-

ment of a time interval during which asynchronous

transfer mode (ATM) transmission of data in a data

transmission channel is disrupted.

[0002] A process called "protection switching" is used

in linear and ring Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH)

networks, sometimes called Synchronous Optical Net-

works (SONET), in order to re-establish asynchronous

transfer mode (ATM) transmission of data when the per-

formance of a data transmission channel is degraded,

the channel is cut, or otherwise disrupted. This can hap-

pen because of a cut to an optical fibre, or equipment

failure at end points or switching points in the network.

Such service disruption events can lead to an unrecov-

erable loss of data, and so it is important to be able to

quantify the possible loss up until the time protection

switching re-establishes error-free transmission of data.

Such testing is often done when an SDH network or part

of a network is installed and commissioned.

[0003] It is not enough simply to verify that protection

switching will be activated when the transmission of data

is disrupted. To minimise the disruption to data trans-

mission, the protection switching must be completed

within specified time limits recommended by the stand-

ards ITU-T Recommendations G.783 and G.841 . It then

therefore necessary to measure or estimate the protec-

tion switching performance of SDH network equipment

to compare this against the ITU-T Recommendations.

[0004] ATM data transmission consists of identifiable

data cells transmitted in a defined order along an ATM
Virtual Channel, i.e. a group of ATM data cells each hav-

ing the same header. More than one such ATM virtual

channel may undergo protection switching in a service

disruption event. A service disruption event can be sim-

ulated in testing by transmitting ATM data along one or

more virtual channels, the data having a data transmis-

sion rate comparable to the expected utilisation of the

virtual channels, and then by disconnecting or breaking

a fibre or by disabling equipment using the virtual chan-

nels, such as an ATM switch. Although the so-called

"physical layer", the fibres and connecting equipment,

can be reconfigured very quickly to establish new virtual

channels, the data cell stream may suffer impairments,

such as erroneous detected data in a cell, lost cells, or

misinserted cells where the ordering of received cells is

incorrect.

[0005] One simple way of estimating if the protection

switching is within the recommended limits is to count

the number of lost or errored cells, and then divide this

number by the cell transmission rate. If 100 cells are lost

or errored at a transmission rate of 100,000 cells per

second, then the duration of the service disruption event

can be estimated as 1 0 ms. it has been found, however,

that this simple way of estimating the extent of a service

disruption event, overestimates the effectiveness of pro-

tection switching in reestablishing data transmission in

an ATM network.

[0006] It is an object of the invention to provide an im-

proved method and apparatus for measuring the dura-

tion of a service disruption event in an asynchronous
5 transfer mode network.

[0007] According to the invention, there is provided a

method of measuring the duration of a service disruption

event in an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) data

transmission channel, using a data analyzer that has
10 both a disruption timer and a guard timer, the method

comprising the steps of:

a) providing an ATM stream of data into the data

transmission channel, the data comprising a stream
15 of identifiable data cells in a defined order;

b) detecting with a data analyzer the stream of data

after transmission through the data transmission

channel in order to determine whether or not any of

the data cells have been corrupted in transmission

20 through the data transmission channel;

c) disrupting the transmission of the stream of data

through the data transmission channel so that at

least some of the cells are corrupted;

d) using the disruption timer to time the service dis-

ss ruption event when a first corrupted data ceil is de-

tected by the data analyzer;

characterised in that the method then comprises the

steps of:

30

e) then using the guard timer to time a guard time

interval when a subsequent data cell that is not cor-

rupted is detected by the data analyzer whilst con-

tinuing to use the disruption timerto time the service

35 disruption event; and then either

f) resetting the guard timer if the data analyzer has

detected a further corrupted data cell prior to the

guard timer timing a predetermined guard time; or

g) determining the duration of the service disruption

40 event from the disruption timer when the guard tim-

er has timed the predetermined guard time.

[0008] A protection switching event will often include

a period of increased error rate for data in cells, for ex-

45 ample due to impaired signal-to-noise levels, or in-

creased timing jitter, prior to a complete loss of cells.

Some cells can be lost completely, and others can be in

the wrong order or misinserted when the data cells are

received. In all of these cases, the data cells have be-

so come corrupted. The data analyzer may therefore char-

acterise corrupted data cells according to whether ceils

have been errored, for example, comprising data which

is in error according to a cyclic redundancy check

(CRC), or lost or misinserted.

55 [0009] The service disruption event therefore lasts at

least from the last uncorrupted data cells prior to the

switching event up until the time when data cells are

again consistently uncorrupted. The guard timer there-

2
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fore accommodates the observed performance of

switching events, in which isolated uncorrupted celts or

groups of consecutive uncorrupted cells can be trans-

mitted, so that the duration of the service disruption

event is measured by the disruption timer as continuing

even when some correct data cells are being transmit-

ted. The predetermined guard time can then be selected

empirically according to the performance of typical pro-

tection switching events.

[0010] In step g) the duration of the service disruption

event may be a time measured from a start time prior to

detection by the data analyzer of the first corrupted data

cell until an end time at or following the consistent re-

sumption of uncorrupted data cells. The end time may
be at a time prior to the time at which the guard timer

has reached a time at least as great as the guard time

in step g).

[001 1] Including a proportion of an appropriate prede-

termined guard time in the measured disruption time,

whether at the beginning and/or the end of the meas-
ured period, provides the benefit that the measurement
does not underestimate the performance of the switch-

ing event in comparison with the performance recom-
mended under international standards.

[001 2] The start time may be a time no later than the

last uncorrupted data cell before the service disruption

event, and in a preferred embodiment of the invention,

the start time may be in advance of this time, for example
being a time which precedes said last uncorrupted data

cell by no more than the guard time. The guard time then

serves the purpose of providing a conservative measure
of both the start and the end of the service disruption

event.

[0013] In some circumstances, it may be necessary

to measure the service disruption event when there is a

prolonged break in the data cell stream. In this case,

when the prolonged break is at the start of the protection

switching event, the start time may be a time that may
precede said last uncorrupted data cell by more than the

guard time when there is a gap in the stream of data

cells following the last uncorrupted data cell greaterthan

the guard time.

[0014] When cells are lost or misinserted, it may be
that cells arrive in the right order after a series of erro-

neously inserted cells. It will not be possible to say with

any certainty that cells are again arriving in the correct

order until more than one such correct cell has been re-

ceived. Therefore, in step e) said subsequent data cell

may be the second consecutive data cell that is not cor-

rupted as detected by the data analyzer.

[0015] Preferably, in step e) the guard time is timed

starting from the detection of the last corrupted data cell,

rather than, for example, the arrival of the next and first

uncorrupted data cell towards the end of the protection

switching event.

[0016] In a preferred embodiment of the invention,

step b) is performed using the ITU-T Recommendation
0.191.

[0017] Also according to the invention, there is pro-

vided a data analyzersystem for measuring the duration

of a service disruption event in an asynchronous trans-

fer mode (ATM) data transmission channel carrying an
5 ATM stream of identifiable data cells in a defined order,

the data analyzer system comprising error detection

means for determining whether or not any of the data

cells have been corrupted in transmission through the

data transmission channel when the transmission is dis-

10 rupted, and a disruption timer for timing the service dis-

ruption event starting when a first corrupted data cell is

detected by the error detection means, characterised in

that the data analyzer system has a guard timer for tim-

ing a guard time interval when uncorrupted data cells

is are detected by the error detection means, and control

means for controlling the operation of the disruption tim-

er and guard timer in response to the determination by
the error detection means of whether or not any data

cells have been corrupted, wherein the disruption timer

is operable to time a service disruption event from the

start of the disruption event until the guard timer has
timed a predetermined guard time, and the guard timer

is operable to time the guard time interval when corrupt-

ed data cells are followed by a resumption of uncorrupt-

ed data cells.

[0018] The invention will now be described in further

detail, and by way of example with reference to the ac-

companying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a flow diagram taken from the standard

ITU-T Recommendation 0.191, showing the con-

ventional way of detecting errors in an ATM data

channel during a protection switching event;

Figure 2 is a flow diagram showing how the ITU-T
Recommendation 0.191 is modified as a decision

flow diagram, for use with the method.according to

the invention for measuring the duration of a service

disruption event in an asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) data transmission channel;

Figure 3 is a disruption measurement flow diagram
showing how a guard timer and a disruption timer

are used with decision point outputs from the flow

diagram of Figure 2 in the method according to the

invention;

Figures 4 and 5 show timing diagrams illustrating

how correct and corrupted data cells are detected

and interact with the disruption measurement flow

diagram of Figure 3; and

Figure 6 is a schematic block diagram of an ATM
network with data channels undergoing a protection

switching event with apparatus embodying the in-

vention according to the invention.

[0019] Figure 1 is a flow diagram 1 taken from the

20

25
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standard ITU-T Recommendation 0.1 91 . This is used to

detect errors in an ATM data channel during a protection

switching event. The diagram 1 is well understood by
those skilled in the art and so will be described briefly.

[0020] A protection switching test of ATM network
equipment is normally done when the equipment is out

of service. A test stream of ATM data cells therefore

needs to be provided, and it is best if this test stream
matches closely the expected data traffic when the

equipment is in service. The test stream consists of data

cells that have consecutively incremented header serial

numbers (SN). The expected serial number of a data

cell arriving at the test equipment is SNRef. The values

Ndiff and Odiff are defined by:

Ndiff = SNRef - SN for the current cell

Odiff = SNRef - SN for the previous cell

[0021] The term S is acyclic redundancy check (CRC)
on data in the data cell. When S is not equal to zero, a

data error is present according to the CRC-16 syn-

drome.

[0022] After the data is synchronised, the flow dia-

gram 1 initialises 4 these and other terms, and if a data

cell arrives within an expected time 6, the results of the

synchronisation are analyzed, starting at step 8, which
checks if the CRC has detected a data error in a cell. If

so, then in step 10 an error counter value E1 is incre-

mented by one. The test sequence then loops back 12
to await the next data cell. If this has no errors detected

by the CRC, then the next check at step 14 is whether
the sequence number was found to be correct. If so,

then the algorithm proceeds to step 1 6 where it produc-

es as an output the number of detected error cells, which
is here just the non-zero value of E1

.

[0023] If, on the other hand, the sequence number is

not as expected in step 14, then this may because cells

have either been lost or misinserted (i.e. in the wrong
order). Here there are two possibilities, as shown in step

15. Either the sequence number is unexpected and not

consecutive with the previous sequence number, in

which case in step 17 a cell sequence error counter is

incremented, or the sequence number although unex-

pected is consecutive with the previous cell sequence
number. In this latter case, although cells have previ-

ously been either lost or misinserted, the cell stream has
settled down with at least two consecutive data cells with

no CRC errors and with consecutive sequence num-
bers. It is then possible to determine whether or not cells

have been either lost and/or errored, or alternatively mi-

sinserted. The number of such lost/errored or misinsert-

ed cells is then generated as alternative outputs in steps

18 and 19.

[0024] if a number of cells have both CRC errors and
- sequence errors, then both the CRC error counter and

cell sequence error counted will have been incremented

in steps 1 0 and 1 7, and this result will become available

as an output from step 1 6.

[0025] Although this flow diagram 1 does provide a
measure of the type and number of such detected data
cell errors, it does not provide a good measure of the

effective time during which a protection switching event
5 has caused errors. It is therefore difficult to use the ITU-

T 0.191 algorithm to test whether or not a protection

switching event is in conformance with other standards,

such as the standards ITU-T Recommendations G.783
and G.841

10 [0026] Figure 2 shows how the flow diagram 1 can be
modified to provide more useful information in the form
of error decisions. For simplicity, the same reference nu-

merals as before are used in Figure 2 for corresponding
steps of the decision flow diagram 20.

'5 [0027] Here, several decision points 21,22,23,24 (or

optionally those numbered 21,22,25) have been intro-

duced that generate as outputs a value Ed , that is either

zero if no errors have been detected, or one, if there has
been a detected error. One of the decision points 22

20 generates an error decision Ed=1 immediately following

the output step 22 in which data cells in a previous data
cell have been found to have a CRC error or unspecified

sequence errors. Two other decision points 23 and 24
are on the paths in the flow diagram leading from the

25 tests in steps 8 and 1 5 that found respectively either a
CRC error or an unspecified sequence error in the

present data ceil.

[0028] Optionally, instead of decision points 23 and
24, the decision point 25 may alternatively be used to

30 generate an error decision Ed=1 immediately foilowing

the alternative output steps 18,19 that give more specific

information of the type of sequence error.

[0029] With either alternative of decision points 23/24
or 25, a final decision point 21 generates a no-error de-

35 cision Ed=0 with a new test in step 26 that verifies that

there have been no previous CRC or unspecified se-

quence errors following steps 8 and 14. This also veri-

fies that there are no such errors in the data cell currently

under test. The no-error result is therefore produced on-
*o |y when there have been at least two such consecutive

error free data cells.

[0030] Figure 3 shows a disruption measurement flow

diagram 30 that uses the error decision outputs Ed from
the decision flow diagram of Figure 2. Figures 4 and 5

45 show the results of the disruption measurement for two
simplified example streams of cell data 40,50, each of

which contains a header 60 with a sequence number
followed by data 61 . Data cells for which the sequence
number is as expected, and the data is error-free are

so marked by ticks, and data cells that have an unexpected
sequence number or erroneous data are marked by
crosses.

[0031] The first step in the disruption measurement
flow diagram 30 is an initialisation step 31 in which cer-

55 tain values are initialised to zero, namely, a provisional

disruption time value Rp> the decision value Edl an error

flag value E
f , a time value output from a guard timer t

g ,

and a time value output from a disruption timer tj. The

4
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guard timer value t
g
and disruption timer value td are

then set to run, while the disruption measurement flow

diagram 30 awaits in step 32 an error decision point

21-25 to be reached in the decision flow diagram 20.

[0032] Here a first data cell 41 ,51 is correct, and in

Figure 4 this is followed by two other correct data cells

42,43, before a first errored data cell 44. In Figure 5

there is just one correct data cell 51 , followed after an
extended interval 54 by an errored data cell 52. In both

cases, the first errored data cell is followed by alternat-

ing correct and errored data cells, ending with a contin-

uous stream of correct data cells 49,59.

[0033] When a first error decision point 21-25 has

been reached, a test 34 is made as to whether or not

the error flag value E
f
is zero. On the first pass after the

initialisation step 31 , error flag is always zero, whether
or not the first data cell 41 ,51 is correct, and so the path

branches to test in step 34 whether or not the guard time

value tg is greater than a predetermined guard time t]

AND the error decision value Ed is zero (i.e. no error).

Here, although the error decision value Ed is zero, the

guard timer value tg is still below the guard time tj, and
so the path branches to the next test 35 which is whether
or not the error decision value Ed = 1 , which it is not.

The path then loops back to step 32 awaiting the next

decision. During this time, both the guard timer value tg

and disruption timer value td each continue to advance.

[0034] In Figure 4, the next decision is again no-error

Ed = 0, and because the guard timer value tg is still below
the predetermined guard time t,, the same path is taken

through the disruption measurement flow diagram 30.

For the third decision, although the data cell 43 is cor-

rect, the guard timer has exceeded the guard time tj =

250 ms, and so at step 34 the test is true. This causes
the path to branch to a step 36 in which the disruption

time value is reset to zero. The purpose of this is to

prevent if possible the start of the measured disruption

period from being more than the guard time tj before the

arrival of the first detected errored cell.

[0035] Continuing with the description for Figure 4,

the next decision point generates a detected error value

Ed = 1 , and so at step 35, the path branches to an update

step 37 in which the guard timer value tg is reset to zero,

the provisional disruption period Rp is set to be the cur-

rent value of the running disruption timertd , and the error

flag E
f
is set to one. From this point until the end of the

disruption measurement process, the error flag Ef re-

mains at one, and so following the next decision point,

the path at test 33 branches to the right to a test 38 as

to whether or not the error decision value Ed is one or

zero. Since the error cells are in the example alternating

between correct and errored, on error detected passes,

the test 38 will branch to a step 39, in which the guard

timer is reset and the provisional disruption time value

R
p

is loaded with the current disruption time td , and on

other passes in which no error is detected, the test 38
branches to a step 45 in which a test is made as to

whether or not the guard timer value tg has reached or

exceeded the predetermined guard time tj. If the guard
time value t

g
is less than the guard time t|f then the path

loops back to await 32 the next error decision. If, how-
ever, the guard timer value tg has reached or exceeded

5 the guard time t,, then a state has been reached in which
there has been a consistent period of error free detec-

tion of data cells 49 sufficient to end the disruption meas-
urement. The path then branches to output step 46, in

which an output disruption time result R is loaded with

the value of the most recent update of the provisional

disruption time value Rp, corresponding with the detec-

tion time of a last-detected errored cell 47. This gives

an accurate measure of the end time of the data ceil

disruption.

[0036] Optionally, if the guard time tj is comparable to

a few intervals between data cells, then it may be de-

sired to load the output disruption time result R with the

final disruption timer value t^ This would give a more
conservative measure of the total disruption time. Either

way, the duration of the service disruption event is de-

termined from the disruption timer when the guard timer

has timed the predetermined guard time.

[0037] The arrangement of correct and errored data

cells in Figure 5 is broadly similar to that of Figure 4.

The difference is that the first correct data cell 51 is fol-

lowed after an extended interval 54 by a first errored

data cell 52. The result in the disruption measurement
flow diagram 30 is that the disruption timer value td is

not reset in step 36 prior to the first errored cell 52.

Therefore, the disruption timer value td continues to in-

crement even through the extended interval 54 is longer

than the guard time tj. This however, gives a safe meas-
ure of the duration of a service disruption event, as in

many cases it is likely that several data cells will be lost

at the start of the disruption, for example when a data

transmission fibre is cut.

[0038] Figure 6 shows a simplified schematic diagram
of apparatus 60 embodying the invention. An ATM net-

work comprises a data source (A) 61 that is connected

to a data receiver (B) 62 via a network switch (S) 63. A
number of possible virtual channels 64,65 connect the

switch to the data source 61 and data receiver 62.

[0039] The data receiver 62 provides an output 66 of

a particular data stream received from the source 61 . If

one of the virtual channels 67 carrying that particular

data stream becomes cut or degraded, then protection

switching will create a new virtual channel 68.

[0040] A data analyzer 69 connected to the data out-

put 66 can then be configured to perform the method of

the invention. For example, error detection means such
as a microprocessor or application specific devices 70
can be programmed or configured to carry out the steps

in the flow diagram of Figure 2 to generate error decision

outputs 72. A separate or integral controlling processor

71 receiving the error decision can then perform the

steps of the flow diagram of Figure 3. On-board or sep-

arate timers 73,74 can then be controlled by one of the

processors 70,71 to produce the guard timer value t
g
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and disruption timer ^ value. Thus, the data analyzer

69 can generate a disruption time result R as described

above.

[0041 ] The invention therefore provides a convenient

method and apparatus for measuring the duration of a
service disruption event in an asynchronous transfer

mode network.

Claims

1 . A method of measuring the duration of a service dis-

ruption event in an asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) data transmission channel, using a data an-

alyzer that has both a disruption timer and a guard
timer, the method comprising the steps of:

a) providing an ATM stream of data into the data

transmission channel, the data comprising a
stream of identifiable data cells in a defined or-

der;

b) detecting with a data analyzer the stream of

data after transmission through the data trans-

mission channel in order to determine whether
or not any of the data cells have been corrupted

in transmission through the data transmission

channel;

c) disrupting the transmission of the stream of

data through the data transmission channel so
that at least some of the cells are corrupted;

d) using the disruption timer to time the service

disruption event when a first corrupted data cell

is detected by the data analyzer;

characterised in that the method then comprises the
steps of:

e) then using the guard timer to time a guard
time interval when a subsequent data cell that

is not corrupted is detected by the data analyzer
whilst continuing to use the disruption timer to

time the service disruption event; and then ei-

ther

f) resetting the guard timer if the data analyzer

has detected a further corrupted data cell prior

to the guard timertiming a predetermined guard
time; or

g) determining the duration of the service dis-

ruption eventfrom the disruption timerwhen the

guard timer has timed the predetermined guard

time.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1 , in which in step e)

said subsequent data cell is the second consecutive

data cell that is not corrupted as detected by the

data analyzer.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, in which in

step e) the guard time is timed starting from the de-

tection of the last corrupted data cell.

4. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, in

5 which in step g) the duration of the service disrup-

tion event is a time measured from a start time prior

to detection by the data analyzer of the first corrupt-

ed data cell until an end time at or following the con-
sistent resumption of uncorrupted data cells.

10

5. A method as claimed in Claim 4, in which the end
time is at a time prior to the time at which the guard
timer has reached a time at least as great as the
guard time in step g).

15

6. A method as claimed in Claim 4 or Claim 5, in which
the start time is a time no later than the last uncor-

rupted data cell before the service disruption event.

20 7. A method as claimed in Claim 6, in which the start

time is a time which precedes said last uncorrupted
data cell by no more than the guard time.

8. A method as claimed in Claim 6, in which the start

25 time is a time that may precede said last uncorrupt-

ed data cell by more than the guard time when there

is a gap in the stream of data cells following the last

uncorrupted data cell greater than the guard time.

30 g. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, in

which step b) is performed using the ITU-T Recom-
mendation 0.191.

10. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, in

35 which the data analyzer characterises corrupted
data cells according to whether cells have been er-

rored, lost or misinserted.

1 1 . A data analyzer system for measuring the duration

40 of a service disruption event in an asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) data transmission channel
carrying an ATM stream of identifiable data cells in

a defined order, the data analyzer system compris-

ing error detection means for determining whether
45 or not any of the data cells have been corrupted in

transmission through the data transmission chan-
nel when the transmission is disrupted, and a dis-

ruption timer for timing the service disruption event

starting when a first corrupted data cell is detected
so by the error detection means, characterised in that

the data analyzer system has a guard timer for tim-

ing a guard time interval when uncorrupted data

cells are detected by the error detection means, and
control means for controlling the operation of the

55 disruption timer and guard timer in response to the

determination by the error detection means of

whether or not any data cells have been corrupted,

wherein the disruption timer is operable to time a

6
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service disruption event from the start of the disrup-

tion event until the guard timer has timed a prede-

termined guard time, and the guard timer is opera-

ble to time the guard time interval when corrupted

data cells are followed by a resumption of uncor-

rupted data cells.
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